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ABSTRACT

Interactive multiview video streaming (IMVS) is an application
where a network client requests from server a single video view
at a time but can periodically switch to other views as the video
is played back uninterrupted. Existing IMVS algorithms output
pre-computed frame structures that facilitate permissible view-
switching while minimizing the expected transmission rategiven
a storage constraint. In this paper, we use real-time computation
(available at a remote powerful server or media cloud) to assist
the pre-computed frame structure to satisfy users’ view-switch re-
quests. In particular, we first propose a new frame type called
uni-merge frame that is computed in real-time for view-switching
from one single view to one target view with low transmission
rate and reasonable computation cost. Then, to enable permissi-
ble view-switches to a particular target picture, we find theopti-
mal combination of pre-computed frames and real-time computed
frames—one that minimizes streaming rate subject to both storage
and real-time computation constraints—using a greedy combina-
torial algorithm. Experimental results show that with real-time
computation, the expected streaming rate of the IMVS system
can be further decreased by50% compared to pre-encoded frame
structures without real-time computation.

Index Terms — Multiview videos, video streaming, optimiza-
tion, real-time computing

1. INTRODUCTION

Multiview videos refer to videos of the same 3D scene captured by
multiple closely spaced cameras from different viewpoints. They
can enable visually immersive applications such as free viewpoint
TV [1], virtual walk-through, etc. However, storage and transmis-
sion of multiview video data are very challenging, due to thelarge
amount of visual data involved. As a result, there has been ex-
tensive research in multiview video coding (MVC) [2], wherethe
goal is to compress video frames of all captured views acrosstime
in a rate-distortion optimal manner.

In many applications, however, not all views are required at
the client at the same time. In interactive multiview video stream-
ing (IMVS) [3], a network client only requests from the server
one captured view at a time for rendering on conventional 2D dis-
play, but can switch to other viewpoints periodically during video
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playback. The view-switching period is usually set very small to
provide smooth view-switching visual experience.

To support frequent view-switching in IMVS without incur-
ring large transmission cost, instead of MVC structures (where
inter-view predictions create complicated inter-dependency among
frames, limiting random access), previous IMVS studies [3,4]
proposedredundant frame representation, so that the expected
transmission rate can be reduced at the cost of increased storage.
In particular, combinations ofredundant P-frames(with low trans-
mission rate but large storage cost) andmerge frames(based on
Distributed Source Coding (DSC) [5] to merge multiple decoding
paths, with high transmission rate but low storage cost) that opti-
mally trade off between the expected transmission rate and storage
required to contain the redundant frame structure are sought in a
combinatorial optimization.

The coding structures in the existing IMVS schemes [3, 4]
are pre-computed and stored, incurring storage cost. With the ad-
vent of parallel and cloud computing, it is now possible to per-
form a limited amount of video processing tasks in real-timeon
demand [6, 7, 8] at affordable computation cost. In this paper,
we optimize the design of IMVS redundant frame structure with
the help of real-time computation. In particular, we first pro-
pose a new frame type calleduni-mergeframe1 that is computed
in real-time for view-switching from one single view to one tar-
get view with low transmission rate and reasonable computation
cost. Then, to enable permissible view-switches to a particular
target picture, we find the optimal combination of pre-computed
frames and real-time computed frames—one that minimizes ex-
pected streaming rate subject to both storage and real-timecom-
putation cost constraints—using a greedy combinatorial optimiza-
tion. Experimental results show that with real-time computation,
the expected streaming rate of the IMVS system can be furtherre-
duced by50% compared to pre-encoded frame structure without
real-time computation.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first discuss related
work in Section 2. We then describe our IMVS system and op-
timization in Section 3 and 4. Finally, we present experimental
results and conclusion in Section 5 and 6, respectively.

2. RELATED WORK

When a computation-intensive input-to-output information pro-
cessing task needs to be performed repeatedly over time, instead
of computing all possible input-to-output mappings in real-time,
mappings corresponding to the more frequently occurring inputs

1Previously proposed merge frame [3] will henceforth be calledmulti-
mergeframe.



can be pre-computed and stored in memory, so that during real-
time processing, the pre-computed results can be simply looked
up and returned. Finding the optimal mixture of real-time com-
putation and pre-computing partial results in storage for agiven
processing task is a fundamental problem in algorithm implemen-
tation [9], and has been successfully investigated in various prob-
lem settings such as IP address lookups in network routers [10]
and scalar and vector quantization encoding [9].

With the advent of parallel and cloud computing, real-time
computation for some video processing operations can become
affordable. We hence revisit the IMVS structure design problem,
further optimizing the streaming rate / storage tradeoff with the
help of real-time computation. In particular, we study the trade-
off among streaming rate, storage and real-time computation costs
for previously proposed view-switching tools [3]—redundant P-
frames and multi-merge frame—and a new tools called uni-merge
frame, and optimize new frame structures based on our analysis.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider an IMVS system that offersdynamicandstaticview-
switching everyN frames in time for streaming clients. In other
words, after playing back the video of a single view forN tempo-
ral frames, a client can either switch to one of the other captured
views as video continues playback in time, or freeze in time and
switch to other views. To enable this view-switching functionality
efficiently, at a particular view-switching point, we find the op-
timal structure composed of pre-computed frames and real-time
computed frames to minimize expected streaming rate subject to
storage and real-time computation constraints.

LetFi,j be apicture groupthat includesN pictures2 of thej-
th view with time instantsiN, iN +1, . . . , (i+1)N − 1. A view
switch from groupFm,n toFi,j is denoted as(m,n) → (i, j). In
this paper, only switches within a view distance ofK views are
supported. Thus, a legal dynamic view-switch can be represented
by (i− 1, n) → (i, j), and a legal static view-switch by(i, n) →
(i, j), wherej −K ≤ n ≤ j +K in both cases.

Our goal is to design aframe structureSi,j to represent pic-
tures in groupFi,j , one that facilitates all legal view-switches
to Fi,j , while achieving the optimal tradeoff among transmission
rate, storage and real-time computation. In each structureSi,j , the
first picture of instantiN can be represented in multiple versions
asredundant P-frames, or a single version as amerge frame[3].
The remaining pictures in the group are each coded as a P-frame,
motion-compensated using the previous temporal frame of the same
view as predictor. All coded versions of the first picture must re-
construct to exactly the same frame to avoid coding drift in the
following differentially coded frames. We accomplish thatusing
DSC frames [5], as discussed below.

3.1. Distributed Source Coding Frames

We employ two types of DSC frames with different tradeoffs be-
tween storage and transmission rate [5]. The first type is called
DSC0, which includes a set of motion vectors (MV) and low-
density parity check (LDPC) code. In particular, for each legal
view-switch from a predictor frame to target frame, motion esti-
mation is first performed, resulting in a set of MVs and an esti-
mate of the target frame (side information(SI)). LDPC code is

2We will use “picture” to denote the original captured image,and
“frame” to denote a coded version of a picture.
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Figure 1. Coding structure examples with P-/DSC0-/DSC1-frames.

then used to remove the difference (noise) between SI and thetar-
get frame. Note that only one set of LDPC code is used for all
possible predictor frames, so that no matter which SI is available
from which predictor frame, the same DSC0 frame can be recon-
structed. DSC0 is amulti-mergeframe, as multiple decoding paths
are merged at the target frame so that the same target picturecan
be reconstructed.

The second DSC frame type DSC1 is used together with re-
dundant P-frames. Specifically, motion compensation is first per-
formed from each legal view-switching reference frame, resulting
in a set of P-frames. Then, LDPC code is generated to remove the
difference between these redundant P-frames and the targetframe.
Though the coding mechanism is the same, DSC0 acts as a multi-
merge frame, while the much smaller DSC1 (redundant P-frames
are of the same view and time instant as the target frame, result-
ing in better quality SI with small noise) acts as a “denoising”
frame. Compared to DSC0 frame, the combination of redundant
P-frames plus DSC1 frame requires more storage, but it has lower
transmission rate, thanks to the smaller DSC1 frame.

Usage of DSC0 and DSC1 is illustrated in Fig. 1 forN = 5.
Pi,j(m,n) denotes a P-frame (square) for instanti and viewj us-
ing frame of instantm and viewn for prediction.M0

i,j andM1
i,j

denote DSC0 and DSC1 frame (diamond), respectively. Note that
M1

i,j is used in combination with redundant P-frames. Note fur-
ther that the target frame for DSC frameMi,j is chosen to be
a re-quantizedversion3 of P-framePi,j(i − 1, j); i.e., the DSC
frame will reconstruct to be bit-by-bit equivalent to re-quantized
Pi,j(i − 1, j). This is done so that during normal video play-
back in the same view (the most likely view-switch), only P-frame
Pi,j(i− 1, j) needs to be transmitted.

3.2. Tradeoffs in IMVS View-switching Tools

Having discussed previous view-switching tools for IMVS [3], we
now overview the tradeoffs in streaming rate, storage and real-
time computation for these tools for intuition. First, consider the
case when real-time computation is expensive. In this case,DSC0
frame would offer the most storage-efficient view-switching solu-
tion, since no extra P-frames are stored, though it would result in
a large transmission rate due to the large DSC0 frame size. Com-
bination of redundant P-frames and DSC1 frame would offer a
lower transmission rate solution, due to the smaller DSC1 frame
size. However, the redundant P-frames (for largeK) would lead
to large storage cost.

Consider now the case when real-time computation is afford-
able. For the combination of redundant P-frames plus DSC1 frame
M1

i,j , instead of pre-computing and storing redundant P-frames

3Re-quantization means the decoded P-frame is re-encoded asan I-
frame. This is done so that LDPC code in the DSC frames only have to
match the quantization bin index of each transform coefficient, lowering
LDPC encoding rate.



Pi,j(m,n)’s for all legal view-switches(m,n) → (i, j), we can
now store only the frequently accessed P-frames, while the less
accessed P-frames are computed in real-time. The real-timecom-
puted P-frames are discarded after use to avoid storage cost.

In contrast, one can use real-time computation to change the
encoding of DSC0: DSC0 can be computed in real-time on de-
mand for asingleview-switch(m,n) → (i, j). That means only
one set of MVs for a particular predictor frame plus LDPC code
strong enough to overcome the noise in this particular SI is suf-
ficient to perfectly reconstruct the target frame. We denotethis
real-time computed frame as DSC0-RTM0

i,j(m,n). Note that be-
cause it handles only a single view-to-view switch, the sizeof this
DSC0-RT frame is much smaller than pre-computed DSC0 frame,
and smaller thanPi,j(m,n) plus DSC1M1

i,j . Further, instead of
using channel code like LDPC to remove noise, one can alterna-
tively use differential coding techniques like H.264’s secondary
SP-frames [11] to perfectly reconstruct the target frame. This
real-time computeduni-mergeframe (DSC0-RT)—one with low
transmission rate and reasonable real-time computation cost—to
switch from a single view to a target view is in stark contrastto
the pre-computedmulti-mergeframe (DSC0) that must necessar-
ily merge multiple decoding paths for best tradeoff betweentrans-
mission rate and storage.

We next discuss how the best combination of DSC0, redun-
dant P-frames plus DSC1, and DSC0-RT can be found through a
greedy optimization.

4. FRAME STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION

4.1. Problem Formulation

We now formulate our objective function. We first assume a user
switches from groupFm,n to Fi,j with view-switch probability
pi,j(m,n), where

∑
i,j

pi,j(m,n) = 1, ∀(m,n). The normal
playback probabilitypi,j(i − 1, j) will be the largest relative to
other switches. Letπi,j be the steady-state probability ofFi,j .

Let |Si,j | be the size of structureSi,j , andSX
i,j(m,n) and

SC
i,j(m,n) be the transmission rate and real-time computation

cost associated with the view-switching fromFm,n to Fi,j , re-
spectively. Given storage and computation budgetS̄ andC̄ for the
entire multiview video, the constrained optimization is written as:

min
∑

i,j

∑

m,n

πm,npi,j(m, n) SX
i,j(m,n) (1)

s.t.
∑

i,j

|Si,j | ≤ S̄,
∑

i,j

∑

m,n

πm,npi,j(m,n)SC
i,j(m,n) ≤ C̄

where the optimization variables are the structuresSi,j ’s for groups
Fi,j ’s in the video.

Instead of solving the constrained problem (1), we solve the
unconstrained version problem using Lagrange multipliersλ and
µ for the two constraints:

min
∑

i,j

∑

m,n

πm,npi,j(m,n) SX
i,j(m,n) + (2)

λ
∑

i,j

|Si,j | + µ
∑

i,j

∑

m,n

πm,npi,j(m,n)SC
i,j(m,n)

whereλ andµ need be adjusted so that the optimal solution to (2)
meets the two constraints in original (1).

It is clear that (2) can be solved separately for each groupFi,j

without losing optimality:

min λ|Si,j | +
∑

m,n

πm,npi,j(m,n)
(

SX
i,j(m,n) + µSC

i,j(m,n)
)

(3)

Hence we next describe our algorithm to find the optimal struc-
tureSi,j for each groupFi,j in (3).

4.2. Greedy Optimization

Following our discussion in Section 3.2, we see that there are three
logical options for structureSi,j . If real-time computation and
storage costs are both expensive (weighted byπm,n pi,j(m,n) µ
and λ in (3) respectively), then pre-computing DSC0 frame is
optimal—solution with smallest storage size without real-time com-
putation cost. If real-time computation cost is very cheap,then
DSC0-RT frame is optimal—solution with smallest streamingrate
and no storage cost. For other cases, pre-computing DSC1 frame
with redundant P-frames optimally divided between pre-compute
and real-time computation would be a good solution. Hence we
can devise our optimization strategy as follows to check forthe
performance of these three basic structures.

1. Pre-compute a DSC0 frameM0
i,j for storage and calculate

objective (3) as costJ0.

2. Pre-compute a DSC1 frameM1
i,j for storage.

3. Incrementally add themost beneficialredundant P-frame
Pi,j(m,n) for a legal view-switch(m,n) → (i, j), i.e.,
one that lowers objective (3) the most. Stop when there are
no more beneficial P-frame to add.

4. Calculate objective (3) as costJ1.

5. Real-time compute DSC0-RT frameM0
i,j(m,n) for all lecal

view-switches(m,n) → (i, j). Calculate objective (3) as
costJ2.

The structure that corresponds to the smallest of the three
costsJ0, J1 andJ2 would be the optimal structure we choose
for Si,j .

5. EXPERIMENTATION

For intuition, we first illustrate when the three basic structures
become optimal for different prices of storage and computation.
Then we compare our proposed scheme to a competing scheme
that does not utilize real-time computation and all frames are pre-
computed and stored.

The video playback probability without view-switchpi,j(i−
1, j) is denoted byppb for short. Letp1 = (1− ppb)/(K · (K +
1)). The view-switch probability from viewj to view j ± k is
(K + 1 − k) p1 for k ∈ [1, K]. This includes both static and
dynamic view-switches. In our first experiment, the steady state
probabilityπi,j is set to be0.5/(2K+1), whereK is the maximal
view-switch distance.

We first tune the Lagrange multipliersλ andµ in (3) to show
the influence of storage and computation prices on the optimal
structure. The picture groupF2,3 of the multiview video sequence
Kendo is coded into a structure generated using our proposed
scheme, withK = 3, N = 4 (picture group size). The results
are summarized in Table 1 for differentppb.

When storage and real-time computation are both expensive,
J0 is smaller thanJ1 andJ2, i.e., the pre-computed DSC0 frame
merging all legal view-switches is optimal, since it has thesmall-
est storage and no real-time computation cost. When storageis
very cheap, the pre-computed DSC1 with all redundant P-frames
also pre-computed is the best choice, where the transmission rate
is lower than the pre-computed DSC0 frame and no real-time com-
putation cost is paid. In usual cases, DSC1 with combinationof



Table 1. Costs of different structures.

ppb λ µ J0 J1 (computation cost) J2

0.1 10 114212 128299 ( 35710) 14296445
0.5 0.0001 0.1 47655 20593 ( 0) 149730

0.01 0.1 54251 25821 ( 714) 150113
0.01 0.01 54251 25178 ( 71) 21541

1 200 713824 762087 (285800) 57185054
0.9 0.00001 0.1 47595 6307 ( 0) 32152

0.01 0.1 54251 11131 ( 143) 32538
0.01 0.01 54251 11003 ( 14) 6824
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Figure 2. Tradeoff between storage and transmission withppb = 0.5.

pre-computed and real-time computed P-frames has the lowest to-
tal cost (only one typical combination ofλ andµ for usual case
is shown in Table 1). When the real-time computation is cheap,
DSC0-RT is the optimal structure, since it has low transmission
rate and no storage cost.

We next consider the optimization of entire multiview video
sequence and show the tradeoff between storage and transmission
with or without real-time computation. 50 picture groups, each of
4 pictures, from sequenceKendo are considered. In this experi-
ment, the steady state probabilities are randomly generated. Note
that the computation budget̄C for the proposed scheme is fixed.

The results are plotted in Fig. 2 and 3, showing that the the
proposed scheme outperforms the competing scheme without con-
sideration for real-time computation. In particular, the streaming
rate can be decreased by approximately50%, which demonstrates
the importance of introducing the real-time computation toIMVS.

6. CONCLUSION

Unlike previous work on interactive multiview video streaming
(IMVS) that studied the tradeoff between expected streaming rate
and storage cost when optimizing frame structures, we proposed
to redesign frame structures with the help of available real-time
computation, where frequently used view-switches are handled
by pre-computed frames in storage, and infrequently used view-
switches are handled by real-time computed frames. In contrast to
multi-merge frames previously proposed that offer good tradeoff
between transmission rate and storage cost, we proposed a uni-
merge frame that is computed in real-time and offers good tradeoff
between transmission rate and real-time computation cost.Exper-
imental results show that with real-time computation, the expected
streaming rate can be further decreased by50% compared to pre-
encoded structures without real-time computation.
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